Energy Production and Infrastructure Center (EPIC) Engineering Scholarship

The EPIC Engineering Scholarship is established to provide financial support to current students in The William States Lee College of Engineering studying in engineering disciplines relevant to the energy industry.

**Award:** Contingent on the current “spending rule” and the availability of funds.

**Eligibility Requirements:**
- Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering majors
- Strong preference given to students studying within the energy production and infrastructure curriculum and/or affiliated with the Energy Production and Infrastructure Center (EPIC) program
- Minimum 2.75 GPA

**Application Guidelines:**
There is only one application to complete for all of the College of Engineering scholarships. The application can be found on the COEN website under Currently Enrolled Students, Scholarship Information. As part of the application, a one-page essay describing why the applicant should be awarded a scholarship is required. In addition, a one-page letter addressed to a general scholarship committee or donor, thanking them for the award is also required. Applications that do not include a letter and essay will not be accepted or considered. Format and content of letters will be a consideration in the selection process.

**Application Deadline:** February 15th of each year.

**Contact:**
Lee Ann Parker
(704) 687-3956
Lparke53@uncc.edu